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A certified B Corporation, ClimateCare is a multi award  
winning organisation, well respected as an expert in  
delivering climate and development impacts/outcomes  
from single project interventions through its unique  
Climate+Care approach.

In recent years ClimateCare has won numerous awards  
including a Queens Award for Sustainable Development,  
Best Project Developer – Public Health, and Carbon  
Finance Transaction of the Year.

We work with public and private sector clients to deliver  
award-winning Climate+Care Programmes designed to  
reduce emissions, tackle poverty, and improve health,  
whilst delivering value for the organisations involved.

We have a unique combination of project development and  
financial expertise, a focus on robust, measurable results  
and a 20 year track record of successful projects with a  
low cost per impact delivered.

“We combine the  
vision of a

social enterprise  
and the commercial  

experience of an  
investment bank. ”

ABOUT CLIMATECARE
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A global presence, with offices in the UK, Kenya and India,  
and a network of projects that cut carbon and improve  
lives across the world.
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ClimateCare is founded
in Oxford, following the
Kyoto Protocol

ClimateCare uses  
carbon finance to  
restore a rainforest in  
Uganda

ClimateCare is acquired  
by J.P. Morgan

The ClimateCare  
management team buy  
back the business from
J.P. Morgan

ClimateCare becomes a  
B Corporation

our targets to cut 20
million tonnes of CO2

and improve 20 million
lives by 2020

1997 1998 2010 2011 2014 2015 2018 2020

We will report back on

Our cookstoves  
methodology is adopted  
by the Gold Standard,  
channeling new finance  
to clean cooking  
programmes

2007 2008

ClimateCare lead  
authors a new Gold  
Standard methodology  
to bring new finance to  
safe water provision

We are awarded The  
Queen’s Award for  
Enterprise in Sustainable  
Development

ClimateCare wins the  
B Corporation Best  
for the World award

OUR STORY
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“Climate action
sits at the heart
of delivering the
UN Global Goals.

Our Climate+Care  
approach helps  

meet multiple global  
goals quickly,

cost effectively  
and at scale”

DELIVERING AGAINST THE  
GLOBAL GOALS

ClimateCare is
Gold Standard’s Strategic Partner  

for the Global Goals
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To date we have deployed over $100 million to deliver  
social and environmental impacts:

3.7bn
LITRES OF SAFE WATER
We’ve provided 800,000 families with safe water,
protecting them from diseases like typhoid and  
cholera.

$136m
ANNUAL SAVING ON FUEL BILLS
We’ve provided 2 million families with cleaner, safer
methods of cooking that also save them on average
$68 every year on fuel bills.

10.5m
PEOPLE WITH MORE TIME
We’ve increased productive time by providing efficient
cooking, energy and safe water solutions.

OUR IMPACTS SO FAR

1.3m
PEOPLE WITH CLEAN ENERGY
We’ve provided 1.3 million people with cleanreliable
energy, helping to grow local business, provideessential  
healthcare and education and improve life at home.

$16.5m
LIVES IMPROVED
In total our work has improved life for 16.5 million
people so far - from providing safe water and reliable  
energy, to improved health and disposable income.

20.6m
TONNES OF CO REDUCED

2
Since 1997 we have reduced 20.6 million tonnes
of CO2, helping to fight climate change.
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“Over the last twelve years we have  
enjoyed a positive and successful  
relationship with ClimateCare. The team  
consistently deliver projects that provide

community benefits as well as carbon reductions and  
that match our brand position as a leader on social  
responsibility”

“ClimateCare ensure we invest our budget  
in projects that deliver robust and tangible  
results. We are excited about continuing  
our work with the team to drive significant  
and meaningful change as we work  
towards a more sustainable future”

“The Swedish Government is committed to
supporting projects that deliver measurable
outcomes for communities as well as the

environment. We are proud to support ClimateCare’s clean  
cookstove programme in Ghana”

“Investing in high quality carbon and  
development projects, like those that  
ClimateCare offers, should be an essential

part of the CSR and carbon management strategy of every  
responsible business”

“It was a pleasure to see ClimateCare  
and the stove in our office. This is a  
great way of bringing the project to life

by giving out staff a real life visual of what Arup are
invested in and how it will go on to help so many people.  
It is a platform for similar future projects and something we  
can truly proud of”

“ClimateCare’s skill and experience  
allows us to offer members a world-class  
carbon offset program that we can trust

to deliver real positive outcomes for the environment and  
local communities. We are delighted to work with them  
and encourage more airlines to get involved and take  
advantage of this expert resource.”

“If you’re going to  
invest in offsetting  
carbon emissions,  

why wouldn’t you do  
it with projects that  
can make a measur-

able difference to  
people as well as the  

environment?”

WHAT OUR PARTNERS SAY
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THANK YOU


